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However, this assumption often fails when a patch

Abstract

with high texture variance has similar disparity
value. In this paper, we propose a novel cost

This

paper

presents

cost

aggregation method that removes the dependency on

aggregation method for obtaining accurate disparity

the guidance image on the fly. A deep convolutional

map from a pair of stereo image. Compared to

neural network is utilized in our approach so that a

conventional cost aggregation methods, the proposed

cost volume slice can perform a self-guided cost

method does not require any guidance image. Deep

aggregation. To our best knowledge, the proposed

learning

work

approach

is

a

deep

utilized

self-guided

for

performing

self-guided cost aggregation. The proposed deep
learning network consists of two

is

the

first

self-guided

cost

aggregation

method based on deep learning approach.

sub-networks

including dynamic weight network and descending

II. Proposed Method

filtering network. Experimental results show that the
proposed method achieves better results even though
it does not employ any guidance image.

2.1 Deep Neural Network Architecture
The

proposed

deep

cost

aggregation

network

consits of two sub-networks, which are dynamic

I. Introduction

weight network and descending filtering network.
The proposed dynamic weight network generates a

Cost aggregation plays an important role for local
or global stereo matching. Most of the methods
share similar concept with joint image filtering that
utilizes a guidance image. Thus, the existence of a
guidance image is inevitable. They assume that the
weights of corresponding pixels on color image are
similar with the weights on disparity image.

set of dynamic weights for each input pixel. These
weights are useful as the guidance for the filtering
network. The descending filtering network performs
an edge-aware filtering operation for the input cost
volume

slice.

Thus,

we

utilize

an

edge-aware

filtered cost volume slice as the learning target. The
overview of the network architecture is shown in
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Figure 1 Pipeline of the proposed deep self-guided cost aggregation network.
Figure 1 where W and H are the width and height
of the input. d and r are the diameter and radius of
a support region, respectively. The loss function
consists of feature reconstruction loss and mean
square loss functions.

Figure 2 2015 KITTI training data. (Left) Input
2.2 Dataset Generation

left

Due to the absence of the ground truth cost

image;

(Right)

Disparity

map

of

the

proposed method

volume slice, it is difficult to apply deep learning
approach on the cost aggregation step. Thus, we

Ⅳ. Conclusion

utilize a guided filtered cost volume as the target.
The ground truth disparity map is utilized as the

We proposed a novel deep convolutional network

guidance. In this paper, we randomly extract 1000
patches from each training image where 80% of the
patches are thos around the depth discontinuities.
Data augmentation is performed to consider the

to perform a self-guided cost aggregation for stereo
matching. We utilized a deep learning approach
which consisted of two sub-networks including
dynamic weight network and descending filtering

rotation and contrast invariance.

network.

Experiment

results

confirmed

that

the

proposed method achieved the best results among

Ⅲ. Experimental Results

the state-of-the-art techniques.

In this paper, we perform the evaluation using
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